Research on Tap
Working Towards an HIV Cure

September 24, 2019 | 4-6 PM | Kilachand Center

WELCOME

Gloria Waters              Vice President and Associate Provost for Research
Andrew Henderson          Professor, Medicine

PRESENTATIONS

Center For AIDS Research (CFAR) Overview
Andrew Henderson, PhD, Professor, Medicine, MED

Brain Microenvironment Models for HIV Research
Tyrone Porter, PhD, Associate Professor, Mechanical Engineering, ENG

Translational Approach to Understand HIV-Associated Diseases and Barriers to Cure
Nina Lin, MD, Assistant Professor, Medicine. MED

A Causal Inference Approach to HIV Research
Sara Lodi, PhD, Assistant Professor, Biostatistics, SPH

Healthcare in Russia for HIV+ People Who Using Drugs: Role of HIV and Substance Use Stigma
Marina Vetrova, MD, General Internal Medicine, MED

Addressing Tuberculosis In High HIV-burden Settings
Helen Jenkins, PhD, Assistant Professor, Biostatistics, SPH

ANal Cancer/ HSIL Outcomes Research Study (ANCHOR)
Elizabeth Stier, MD, Associate Professor, Obstetrics and Gynecology, MED

HIV & Oral Health in the Post-cART Era
Matthew Mara, DMD, Clinical Instructor, General Dentistry, SDM

Determining Immune Cell Drivers of Inflammation in Art-Suppressed HIV and Aging Using Systems-Level Approaches
Jennifer Cappione, PhD, Assistant Professor, Microbiology, MED

Humoral Immunity, Cell by Cell
Fumi Aihara, Kepler Lab

Antibodies and HIV-1 Mucosal Transmission
Manish Sagar, MD, Associate Professor, Medicine, MED

Antiretroviral Strategies Based on Artificial Virus Nanoparticles
Bjeorn Reinhard, PhD, Professor, Chemistry, CAS

Identification of Novel Transcription Factors Regulating HIV Expression
Juan Fuxman Bass, PhD, Assistant Professor, Biology, CAS

Inflammatory Mechanisms Driving HIV Persistence
Rahm Gummuluru, PhD, MS, Associate Professor, Microbiology, MED
Upcoming Events

RESEARCH ON TAP

Human Capital and Global Development
Tuesday, October 29, 2019 | 4-6 pm

Light as Medicine
Wednesday, November 20, 2019 | 4-6 pm

Accelerating the Energy Transition
Wednesday, December 4, 2019 | 4-6 pm

RESEARCH HOW-TO

Ending Sexual Harassment in Academia
Thursday, September 26, 2019 | 3-5 pm

Media Training & Messaging Workshop for Faculty
Wednesday, October 2, 2019 | 1-5 pm

SciVal Workshop
Thursday, October 10, 2019 | 1-3 pm

CRC Town Hall on International Collaboration
Wednesday, October 16, 2019 | 3:30-5 pm

Med Campus Town Hall on International Collaboration
Wednesday, October 30, 2019 | 9-10:30 am

Learn more and RSVP:
bu.edu/research/events